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Over the years the teak/holly plywood sole wicks in water, no matter how hard you seal the 

edges and holes with West System or Maas resin.  We had been buying closely matched sheets 

of teak/holly ply and replacing pieces, but within a year or two the new pieces had discoloration 

and it was frustrating.  You want your boat to look good after that kind of effort. 

If you are replacing the existing with Teak/Holly there are a few things to know: 

1. There are a variety of teak shades and a variety of widths of holly within the holly strips.  

If you are doing a partial replace, matching is harder than you might expect. 

2. There are a couple of spots where you need to make pressure relief cuts on the bottom 

of the ply to allow you to bend it.  If you have some scrap, try cuts of 1/3 depth, half 

depth etc.  I was skeptical, but even the synthetic can be bent OK.  DON’T forget to West 

System coat the stress cuts when you install.  Tape wax paper over the wet area before 

you lay it down. 

3. Plan where your access hatches will be.  Cut them a little looser realizing that you will 

have a layer of West System on the edge.  You will sand it smooth, but account for it so 

your hatches come up smoothly. 

4. Measure the height of you existing exactly.  You can get away with a little variation in 

some places, but the hard part will be under the aft stateroom door. (next) 

5. The aft stateroom door is a pain…  One would think that there would be wood cleats 

bonded to the hull that the sole screws into on each side of the bulkhead.  Nope.  They 

laid the sole all the way first, THEN rested the bulkhead on top.  SOOO… adding wood to 

screw the sole into on each side of the doorway is on the list of to-dos.   

6. Since it’s not a single run a ply between the cabins, lining up the striping of the teak and 

holly between cabins has to be part of the planning.  Not as easy as it looks. 

7. Since it is synthetic, teak plugs on top of the screws isn’t really a useful option.  We used 

dark colored screws and it  came out well.  On the engine install we pulled up on of the 

screwed down sole boards to get better access to a hose and it was really easy to pull up 

and replace.    Call Waterline to ask who the current Sole supplier is.  This has varied. 

8. When you lay a sole down regardless of type.  It will make less noise when walked on if 

you put a little bead of silicone caulk down on the stringers, so worth doing. 



Lark has had hers since 2011, and looks new.  The model for us was No. 21, Alliance and I 

understand that it looks new as well after 6 years.  Some pix: 

                 

                         Settee area looking forward.  Lines match up in forepeak. 



           

                  Galley top, sink/engine right, companionway left.  



         

                  Aft Double – doorway where cleats added, screws under the trim piece. 



   

         Adding doorway cleat on #21 Alliance above, forepaek forward bend radius below. 

   



 

     Aft Cabin – bend radius was too much so done in 2 pieces. 
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